
ODUM INSTITUTE DATA ARCHIVE SYSTEMS + OAIS 

The Odum Institute Data Archive system was built in accordance with the Open Archival Information Systems 

(OAIS) Reference Model (CCSDS 650.0-M-2), which outlines recommended practices for preserving digital data 

for long-term discovery, access, and use.  These recommended practices define the primary functional entities of an 

OAIS and establish a framework for archive architectures and operations.  They also identify the mandatory roles 

and responsibilities of an archive that operates as an OAIS.   

As an OAIS, the Odum Institute Data Archive has accepted responsibility for receiving, curating and processing, 

and preserving data to be widely disseminated for use by the Designated Community of individuals engaged in 

social science research or research that includes a social component.  To do so, the Odum Institute Data Archive 

technological infrastructure is designed to perform the functions composing the six OAIS-defined functional 

entities.  Many of these functions are performed within or interface with the Dataverse open source repository 

software application, upon which the Odum Institute Data Archive infrastructure is built.  Figure 1 below illustrates 

the Odum Institute Data Archive’s technical implementation of the OAIS-defined functional entities. 

 

Figure 1. Odum Institute Data Archive technical implementation of OAIS functional model. 
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The Data Ingest functional entity supports data submission, file processing, quality assurance checks, AIP 

generation, and metadata creation.  Upon receipt of the submission information package (SIP) from the data 

Producer, the Odum Institute Data Archive reviews datasets for appropriateness of file formats, completeness of 

documentation, presence of coding errors, and potential for identification of human subjects due to the presence of 

personally identifiable information and/or protected health information. 

Once files have been reviewed and quality/confidentiality issues are resolved, the dataset is assembled into the 

archival submission package (AIP) and transferred to archival storage via the Dataverse software interface.  Upon 

Dataverse ingest, a unique and persistent Digital Object Identifer (DOI) is assigned to the dataset.  In addition, users 

submit required standardized DataCite metadata used to describe dataset contents and context, and enable automatic 

generation of a data citation to encourage data discovery, reuse, and attribution.  

DATA STORAGE 

The Data Storage functional entity provides functionality for AIP storage, maintenance, and retrieval.  Primary 

Odum Institute Data Archive storage features a 2 TB NetApp dual-parity Redundant Array of Independent Disks 

(RAID-DP) file system that stores AIPs and a PostgreSQL database containing metadata.  Data files and metadata 

are backed up nightly on a server located in a separate local facility.   

As a first line of defense against system failure, a Unitrends hardware backup appliance performs file-level backups 

of the Dataverse database, file systems, and ingest workflow storage to be stored both locally and in Unitrends-

managed private cloud storage.  A virtual machine (VM) image snapshot is taken regularly using Veeam Backup 

software to provide additional backup, replication, and recovery support.   

The iRODS rules-based storage system provides geographically distributed storage redundancy by migrating the 

Dataverse database and files to a local iRODS staging server on the Amazon EC2 cluster to be replicated and 

synchronized automatically across three remote preservation network nodes (offsite local server, Amazon S3 storage 

in Northern Virginia, Amazon S3 storage in Northern California) on a regular basis. These three iRODS-generated 

copies along with the copy in the Unitrends private cloud provide four geographically distributed offsite 

preservation copies.  Upon deposition of copies at their storage locations, checksums are verified to ensure that files 

have maintained their integrity during transfer. 

DATA MANAGEMENT 

The Data Management functional entity is composed of functions for generating, maintaining, and accessing 

descriptive information (i.e. descriptive metadata) that identifies datasets and administrative data for managing 

archival collections.  This metadata is stored on the PostgreSQL relational database, which receives and returns 

results of queries submitted via the Dataverse web interface.  During archival ingest of data, the database is updated 

to include new descriptive and administrative data, while maintaining referential integrity among tables.  Tables also 

include attributes that store information that allows for archive activity tracking for audit and reporting purposes. 

  



ADMINISTRATION 

The Administration functional entity encompasses functions that ensure alignment of overall archive operations with 

standards and policies for data deposit, quality assurance, provenance, access control, digital preservation, and 

customer service.  The Dataverse interface supports many of these functions with standardized metadata input 

forms, customizable terms of use agreement display and click-through terms acceptance, dataset version control, 

user and group access settings, file normalization, and user account maintenance.   

Dataverse system configuration, audits, and upgrades are performed using a Java Enterprise Edition (EE) web 

application on a Glassfish server.  The Dataverse is installed on a physical server containing 42 TB of disk storage 

and backed by 144 central processing (CPU) cores and 1.75 TB of RAM.  New Dataverse installations and upgrades 

undergo comprehensive user testing to ensure that the system is operational and fully supports all relevant functional 

entities. 

PRESERVATION PLANNING 

The Preservation Planning functional entity provides mechanisms for continual monitoring of the archive ecosystem 

in order to make adjustments to archive systems and operations as necessary.  Preservation Planning identifies 

technological changes that may affect the ability of current technology to provide durable access to datasets.  It also 

remains abreast of emerging trends in the research practices of the Designated Community, which also may warrant 

modifications to archive systems and/or operations. 

A formal Digital Preservation Policy is in place, which outlines strategies for addressing challenges and risks to 

long-term preservation that involve changes in technology as well as changes in the requirements of the designated 

community.  It also describes the application of file format normalization and migration, and provisions for system 

security that ensure the long-term integrity and accessibility of digital materials.  

Active participation in communities of practice such as the Data Preservation Alliance for the Social Sciences (Data-

PASS) and the Global Dataverse Community Consortium (GDCC) provide opportunities to engage with specialists 

who offer guidance on archive systems and services.  Frequent communication with the members designated 

community during service delivery allows for solicitation of feedback on the suitability of archive systems and 

services. 

DATA ACCESS 

The Data Access functional entity provides an interface through which the AIP is retrieved from archival storage 

and presented as a DIP to the consumer in response to a request from the consumer.  During DIP delivery, the Data 

Access functional entity also determines whether or not the request is allowed and will accept or request the request 

based on resource availability and user authorization.  Published datasets are available for consumer access via the 

Dataverse web-based user interface, which allows consumers to browse, search, explore, and download data files 

that comprise the dissemination information package (DIP).  The Dataverse enforces access restrictions according to 

producer-defined permissions settings that limit access to individuals or groups as specified.   

 

 


